
Baines At Its Best 2020/21 



Headteacher’s Message 
Welcome to the 2021 edition of the Baines at its Best. What a year it has been! I 

remember writing the same last year, having no idea that 2020/21 would bring so 

many changes and challenges but also bringing out the best in so many of our 

students (and staff).  
 

We have learned to live and work in totally new circumstances and our community 

has really flourished through these times, showing how resilient, inventive and 

supportive we can be. It was wonderful to welcome the students back in 

September and to meet our new year 7 group, only for the rise in Covid infections to 

really take hold in October and November. Everyone has been amazing throughout 

these times, especially when we have had to make those difficult phone calls to 

parents/carers to inform of the need to self-isolate and to introduce the wearing of 

masks in school. 
 

Then we had the January to March lockdown, and I can honestly say how proud I 

am of how we worked together to try to keep learning as close to normal as 

possible. Staff frantically collecting visualisers and resources to take home, 

support staff learning new roles so they could support the students in school while 

teachers were getting to grips with live and remote learning. The students were 

fabulous in how they logged in to their live lessons every day and form time brought 

some light relief with some groups organising a ‘show your pet at school day’ etc. 
 

Next, we had the call that GCSE examinations would be cancelled; some January 

exams took place but the ones from February onwards were cancelled. We waited 

and waited for the guidance about how to recommend the award for GCSE grades. 

Our year 11 students were fantastic and showed true maturity in how they 

concentrated to be able to provide a portfolio of evidence for every subject. 
 

Mass Testing! We should all be proud of the way we achieved this! Thank you to the 

army of volunteers who worked alongside staff to deliver 3 tests to all students in 

just over a week. We need to dust off our mass testing kit as we need to resurrect it 

again ready to test the whole school population on return in September. Again, the 

students showed great resilience and spirit and have just taken this in their stride, 

along with the bi-weekly lateral flow tests, these are just procedures that we are all 

comfortable with now. 
 

We had two visits from Ofsted (I hope I am not tempting fate writing this with still a 

week to go, it isn’t too late for a third visit).  Both were highly successful and the 

inspectors were really impressed with how we were adapting to keep the school 

running as close to normal as possible, especially with the ways we have adapted 

practical lessons and kept many clubs and special events running. As you know, I 

did not want this group of young people to be that ‘Covid generation’ who did not 

experience the fun and special things about school. 



What I will say is that the students, staff, parents/carers and community have 

responded magnificently to all of the challenges presented this year and I know 

everyone involved will have developed resilience, strength and flexibility that they 

have needed to get through this. 
 

I have enjoyed many special moments, and I am sure you will enjoy seeing many in 

this edition. This week (5th to 12th July) has been tremendous seeing the students 

completing the Race for Life and holding the Celebration of Achievement 

assemblies as well as the Prince’s Trust presentation. Next week, during the final 

week of term, we will hold our sporting fun session and sports assemblies as well 

as the special Progress Leader Celebration Assemblies. I am particularly proud that 

we have had to create a brand-new reward badge called ‘Diamond’ because a 

number of students have achieved over 1000 reward points. This shows how our 

students are pushing those academic and effort boundaries to be the ‘Best Version 

of Themselves’ and I am thrilled at their achievements. 
 

In April, we introduced the concept of being PROUD at Baines. We have started with 

work in books being high quality and using simple presentation principles. We have 

had some fantastic work displayed already on our year Proud Boards. I look 

forward to seeing excellent work continuing next year. We will also be developing 

together our values for what it is to be Proud to Belong to Baines School.  
 

I am currently adapting the plans for the start to the next academic year following 

the government guidance, let us hope that 2021/22 will allow us a little more 

normality and we can continue to support our students in their academic studies 

and personal development. I am definitely looking forward to moving back to 

subject bases where departments have classroom areas so we can really ensure 

the classroom environments contain subject specific materials and have lovely 

subject displays, instead of being general rooms.  
 

I know it has been hard for families, people have been ill, scared, lonely and some 

have suffered loss and I have been sorry to hear of every sad story. I do think we 

have worked hard together to support each other in being understanding and I 

thank everyone wholeheartedly for this. 

Enjoy reading the story of our 2020/21 year through Covid – I hope you can see that 

despite the world pandemic, our students have continued to flourish and thrive. 

 

 

 

 

 

Alison Chapman 



Maths 
This year we launched the use of Dr 
Frost Maths, the online learning 
software was excellent for students 
whilst in lockdown and the key 
information is how many questions the 
pupils have answered in total from 
January. They have answered 77414 
questions in 6 months, which is an 
impressive feat. 
 
Some students during this time have 
really pushed themselves. Points are 
awarded per question based on 
difficulty. Easy questions being 1 point, 
more difficult being 2 points and the 
most difficult topics worth 3 points. I 
am very impressed to see so many year 
7s in the top 10 and the winner this year 
has answered over 3000 questions 
individually. Across the top 10 leader 
board we have a student from each of 
the year groups!  

Name Year Points 

Olivia 7 9731 

Jay 10 6482 

Olivia 8 3617 

Khadijah 7 3561 

Nyx 9 3422 

Aliyah 9 3402 

Nafisa 7 3222 

Oliver 8 2706 

Bailey 11 2634 

Raisa 7 2624 







Creative iMedia 
 

Pupils have been studying a wide range of pre-production documents to help 

prepare for the world of media. This has involved an in-depth study of these 

documents together with how they can be used in the creative media industry. 

Students have also explored the practical side of the subject by completing a client-

given problem using the creative cycle of research, planning, design, 

implementation and evaluation. All pupils have successfully demonstrated practical 

skills in design and graphic editing, completing the first piece of coursework, worth 

25% of their final grade. This process has now prepared them for coursework in 

interactive multimedia products and web design. 









Computer Science 
Key stage 3 
 
This year students have had opportunities to take part in a range of activities 

alongside their normal learning.  Students in Year 8 took part in the Bebras 

competition which is a computational thinking challenge which looked at how well 

they could break down problems and decide on a solution. Erin achieved the best in 

school award with 43 other year 8 students achieving a distinction in the 

Competition.  

All of the students in Key stage 3 took part in Hour of Code joining students in over 

180 other countries as part of Computer Science Education week. This year the 

focus was on Block Coding using Minecraft.  

We also celebrated Safer Internet Day with key stage 3 and all students took part in 

activities to stay safe when online. Sophie won the competition with an impressive 

entry to encourage students to check the information that they find online.  

All of the students have looked at three key areas within their lessons this year: 

Computer Science, Digital Literacy and Information Technology. Year 7 have 

produced some brilliant work on scratch learning the basics of Block programming 

which we will build upon next year. Year 8 have been honing their skills in block 

programming and learning how to use the text-based language Python writing 

instructions for the computer to execute. They also spent some time learning 

binary and how computers use this information as code for numbers and letters.  

Year 9 spent time exploring the different option subjects that we offered to help 

them to make their choices for next year and they have recently been working on a 

HTML or Blogging unit producing some amazing Blogs covering topics including 

the Euros! 

Our students in Year 7 have been introduced to IDEA ‘The Inspiring Digital 

Enterprise Award’ and are making good progress towards their bronze badges. 

Overall our Key stage 3 Computer Science students have had a brilliant year. 

 
Key stage 4 
 
In Computer Science pupils have understood and applied the fundamental 

principles and concepts of Computer Science, including abstraction, 

decomposition, logic, algorithms, and data representation. They have also analysed 

various problems in computational terms through practical experience of solving 

such problems, including designing, writing and debugging programs using the 

powerful tool of Python. They have also applied mathematical skills relevant to 

Computer Science by working out how to use binary, hex and ASCII. Pupils have 

thoroughly enjoyed their experience of Computer Science and are preparing 

themselves to take on the learning of system architecture and more programming. 



Literacy 
 
Developing and Improving our ILC 
 
Many thanks to all our Student Librarians this year who have had a huge impact 

on our ILC.  They take care of our stock and ensure that the books are cared for 

and well placed for our students to access.  They student librarians have had a 

particularly important role this year in helping to reorganise our stock – pop in to 

the ILC in September to see our new look library! 

We have also had the breakthrough of joining the digital revolution in our online 

ILC – this provision ensures that all of our students have access to a range of dif-

ferent reading materials on any device so even when they’ve finished their library 

book they can continue reading!  

 
Bedrock Success! 
 
Our students in year 8 have had a great opportunity to stretch and build their vo-

cabulary this year.  They have explored thousands of different words.  Whilst using 

Bedrock they are introduced to the pronunciation of the new word, the meaning 

and they get to see the word used in context before they then have to use the 

word themselves.  To progress they need to evidence the ability to use the word in 

different contexts.   

Looking at the data from September through to now these are our ‘grand final’ 

leader boards for ‘Time Spent’ and ‘Progress’. 

Name Time spent / hours 

Emily 21.6 

George 18.7 

Magda 18.1 

Olivia 15.7 

Miles 14.8 

Name Progress / % 

Kieran 302 

Leo 185 

Tyler 120 

Thomas 118 

Sophia 106 





Active in Mind Initiative - Youth Sport Trust 
 
This year the PE Department have been working alongside our Year 10 and Year 8 

students in delivering the Youth Sports Trust’s Active in Mind Project. 

This programme has used psychological tools, stress busting strategies, peer 

mentoring and physical activity to support our young people in promoting and 

strengthening their physical and mental health and well being. 

The preparation stages. Year 10 mentors, Lewis, Dan, Abigail, Jessica and Rohan 

planned practical sessions to deliver to the year 8 students. 

 

The sessions were used to develop positive behaviours, provide a safe 

environment for the mentees to share personal insights and experiences, and 

support their mental health through enjoyable physical activity. 

The project has been supported by a professional athlete mentor Neil Danns who 

was the British and European Half-pipe Skate Board Champion. Neil came into 

school to work alongside our students and also had virtual meetings to monitor 

the students’ progress and offer encouragement throughout the year. 



Sometimes things don’t 
go according to plan but 

these sessions help build 
resilience. 

Working together to 
cross the swamp. 

Using teamwork and 
strength to win the 

tug of war. 

Team building tasks. 







Creative Arts Virtual Showcases 
 
This year saw the Creative Arts department turn to technology for its showcase 

events. Whilst we usually have Christmas and Summer showcase concerts in 

school, COVID-19 restrictions meant that we had to think ‘outside the box’ in order 

to provide students with opportunities to share their wonderful work and talents 

across the faculty. 

 

Christmas 2020 saw a series of Christmas Musical Postcards, distributed via 

Facebook, showing some wonderful musical performances from a range of 

students.  These were short, individual video performances and were a wonderful 

opportunity for our students to reach out and share their musical abilities. 

As we approach Summer 2021, we then decided to ‘think bigger’ and produce a 

full-length virtual concert that not only showcased musical performances, but 

also dance and musical theatre numbers, as well as a gallery of student work 

from Art, Design and Food. 

 

It is amazing to stand back and see what our students have achieved this year, 

especially during the pandemic and under COVID-19 restrictions, and it was 

wonderful to see so many students across all year groups determined to get 

involved and share what they have worked on. 

We look forward to next year and the return of face-to-face Creative Arts events, 

and we want to thank all students who have been involved in our virtual showcase 

events this year. 







Year 7 History - Freddie  
 

One part of history I really enjoyed was when we learned about King John and the 

Magna Carta. What I particularly found interesting about Magna Carta is how it 

shaped democracy for centuries. For example, some quotes from the official 

Magna Carta were used in the UN’s human rights, written after World War Two. Mr 

Egan also showed us a video in Lockdown which helped the class remember 

everything we have learned. 

 

Another thing I liked learning in Year 7 was about the Battle of Hastings in 1066. 

This was one of my favourite topics because I loved learning about old Norman 

tactics such as the feigned retreat. Not only that, I learned a lot about how Harold 

lost the battle because of inexperienced troops and long marches. 

And finally, my most favourite thing we learned about was the English Tudor 

monarchy and the how the religious changes in England drastically changed at the 

time. What I found interesting in this was how King Henry VIII changed the 

country’s religion although he didn’t believe in any of the teachings. 







History 
 
It has been a busy, interesting and productive year in the History Department. The 

pupils at Baines School have experienced a mixture of classroom based teaching 

and home learning, in what has been a challenging year in many ways. However, 

all staff in the department have been impressed with the adaptability of our pupils 

to their circumstances and the quality of work that has been produced both at 

school and at home. Below you will see a sample of work that was completed by 

our pupils at home while staff taught online. 

 

Year 7 pupils began their historical studies by exploring what history means to 

them and carrying out research into their own lives so far. We then commenced a 

study into Medieval England and have covered topics diverse as the Crusades and 

the gory Black Death. Pupils were shocked to discover the causes and symptoms 

of the three different types of Black Death disease, bubonic, pneumonic and 

septicemic. 

 

In Year 8 pupils have studied the Stuarts, the Native Americans, the Industrial 

Revolution, crime and punishment through history, the murders of Jack the Ripper 

in 1888, slavery and the civil rights movement. Pupils studied the possible 

suspects in the Jack the Ripper case, waded through the evidence and tried to 

decide who they thought the real murderer was in this cold case. 

In Year 9 we have studied modern history by investigating the causes, events and 

consequences of World War One, the significant events of the Russian Revolution 

of 1917, the sinking of the Titanic, Nazi Germany and the Holocaust. Pupils have 

recently completed an in depth study of the major events of World War Two and 

have recently been weighing up the evidence in the assassination of President 

Kennedy in 1963. 

 

In Year 10 pupils have been working hard studying towards their AQA GCSE 

qualification. They have recently completed a unit of work on America in the 20th 

century and the Korean and Vietnam War. Our Year 10 students have revised for 

their end of year exams recently and started a new unit on the history of medicine. 

Year 11 pupils have now left us after a challenging period. The department wishes 

all GCSE History students success on results’ day in August after two years of 

hard work and effort. 





Art 
Year 7 have been working hard on creating wonderful pieces in relation to 

fundamental art skills in tone, colour theory and texture. Pupils have worked so 

hard in school and throughout home learning, developing these skills and 

knowledge. 

 

Year 8 have been developing work on the subject matter of portraiture. They have 

created accurate facial features and studies based on themselves. The Green 

Man was then the focus for the summer term, where pupils have experimented 

with colour schemes and various Green Man designs. 

Year 9 produced wonderful pieces based upon insects, using the grid method and 

watercolours. During home learning pupils created magnificent work based on 

animals and the artist Tim Jeffs. 

History in Year 7 - Kaysha 
 

"I have enjoyed my history lessons throughout year 7. I especially found it interest-

ing learning about King Henry VIII and the fate of the wives he had, and how he 

linked into the royal family we have today. My favorite topic was the Black Death 

because I was surprised to learn about the different methods they used to try and 

cure the disease. Things like drinking vinegar and rubbing chickens on the bu-

boes. This was particularly topical as whilst learning about this, we are living 

through a global pandemic. Thankfully, treatment has developed a lot since the 

1300s.” 









Religion, Ethics & Philosophy 

Year 9 have been reading ‘After the War’ as part of our Jewish responses to the 

Holocaust scheme of learning this half term. Here, Aliyah has outlined her 

thoughts on reading this novel. ‘Reading this book was very educational and 

interesting as it widened our knowledge of the long term impacts of being in the 

Holocaust and concentration camps such as Auschwitz in a way we hadn’t had 

before. Based on true stories, the novel impacted many as we learnt about the 

drastic hardships and challenges faced by many Jews when hoping to be reunited 

with their families. We also discovered how this experience challenged the 

religious beliefs of the children, and their responses to that. Reading this book 

developed our knowledge of the severity of the persecution of Jews as well as 

improving our comprehension skills needed in our GCSEs. We were given a 

booklet which consisted of different tasks, ranging from exam style questions to 

defining different, new vocabulary to spider diagrams to develop our ideas about 

certain characters. After reading sections, we would do a selection of different 

tasks where we could develop our vocabulary whilst recapping key information. 

By doing this booklet, we were able to spend time on essential skills practice and 

inference skills which will greatly benefit us in the long term.’ 
 

RS GCSE 

Year 10 have coped tremendously well starting their GCSE course straight out of 

lockdown and then continuing their studies under another period of remote 

learning. We have been delighted at the effort and motivation shown. Katie 

describes her experience so far, “RS has been a very enjoyable subject for me so 

far this year. I’ve found it incredibly interesting and exciting to learn about the 

religions that are so diversely displayed in our community. Learning about how 

people were treated and how society has changed in the past few thousand years 

and how it is presently portrayed through religious beliefs has really been an eye 

opener. We have adjusted to learning back in school really well and the home 

lessons that were offered throughout lockdown were consistent and informative.” 
 

Problem of Evil Project 

We examined truth in Year 9, and as part of that, we looked at the challenge evil 

and suffering raises for those with a belief in an omnipotent (all powerful), 

omnibenevolent (all loving) and omniscient (all knowing) God. Students did a 

brilliant job of analysing the different theodicies (religious responses) and 

developing their own opinions. This example is just one of the wonderful pieces of 

creative work students completed, showing the range and depth of their study. 

Here, Emily has looked at both the problem of evil in the world as well as how 

different people might respond, and the necessary futility of religion if there is only 

good in the world. 











Duke of Edinburgh Award 
 
Bronze 
 
This has been a difficult year for the DofE award scheme but Baines School along 
with Cumbria Outdoors has trained thirty two students. Despite lockdown, the 
students found ways to adapt and complete their skills, volunteering and physical 
sections including helping vulnerable and elderly neighbours who were shielding. 
The students enjoyed a full training day in school and will complete their award 
with their expedition in the Lake District in September.  
 
Silver 
 
This year, sixteen year 11 students finally completed their Silver Award. The 
expedition took place around Bassenthwaite in the Lake District. Despite the fact 
that it had been 18 months since their practice expedition the students 
remembered their skills well and along with their team spirit had a very successful 
expedition. I was particularly impressed with their ability and determination on the 
second day, a long and steep walk up Carlside. 
It was with pleasure that my last D of E expedition with Baines, before I retire was 
with this brilliant group of students. During my time as D of E manager, it has been 
fantastic to watch all the students work in a team, learn new skills, grow in 
confidence and develop their independence on their D of E journey. The D of E 
award scheme really changes lives. 



International Women's Day 
We were so pleased to be asked again to participate in the International Women's 

Day event for the third year running. We had a handful of girls from KS4 who 

participated in an online event where they explored Women in Leadership and 

Choosing to Challenge. The girls had worked incredibly hard on different creative 

pieces to share their experience of living across Blackpool and the Fylde coast 

and what can be done to make the experience for young women better for future 

generations. These were presented during the online event on Saturday 6th March 

to a variety of different inspirational female leaders and the girls were offered the 

opportunity to participate in different workshops and creative tasks. The online 

event was a great success and we are looking forward to being involved again for 

2022. 



International Men's Day - Year 11 Students 
 
We were the only school given the task by The Washington Group to raise 

awareness about International Men’s Day across the Fylde Coast on the 19th 

November. International Men’s day is a day to spread awareness about men's 

mental health and the stigma that men have about being tough and not expressing 

their feelings, which leads to mental health issues and, unfortunately, suicide. To do 

this, we created a video to show men that they don’t have to bottle up their 

emotions and that it is okay for us to feel. We also created a social media 

campaign with quotes from famous male celebrities to prove to men that they are 

not alone. On the 19th of November, we were invited to an online zoom meeting, 

which would have been a face-to-face conference if COVID-19 did not exist, to hear 

from other people in our community such as Empowerment and the 3rd Medical 

Regiment. During this conference, we discussed how people deal and manage with 

mental health issues, help others and find support and learned valuable lessons 

about our own mental health and how to help others. Ultimately, we have been very 

lucky to receive this opportunity, to learn, share and express ourselves and are 

extremely grateful for this opportunity. 







Health and Social care  
 

The students have been exploring areas surrounding our growth and development 

this year and also how life events that we go through can impact on us. The 

students have explored a range of areas including stages of play and language 

development.  



GCSE Business 
 
This year the students have explored 

three key areas of Business: Business in 

the Real World, Influences on Business 

and Human Resources. We have been 

able to see first hand the impact of the 

outside world on Businesses and have 

had the opportunity to explore real 

businesses such as Google and Tesco 

as well as keeping up to date with events 

as they unfold in the news. The students 

have approached the subject with real 

determination and we have enjoyed lots 

of discussions in class about our 

differing opinions! 

Enterprise  
 

This year the students have focussed 

on exploring enterprises which 

included looking at how market 

research helps businesses and they 

have looked at the factors that 

contribute to success. They have then 

explored a real business ‘Callie’s 

Cakeaways’ from the local area and 

the students have completed their first 

piece of coursework.  Next year we 

are looking forward to seeing what 

potential business ideas they have as 

they looking a creating a business 

plan for their own business idea.  







Celebrating our “STARS” in PE 
 
The PE Department will be celebrating student’s achievements in PE this year 

through the year group Fun Days being held on Wednesday 14th and Thursday 15th 

July 2021, and the Celebration Assemblies on Friday 16th July 2021. Photographs 

and reports on both of these events will follow in the September edition of the 

HTU. 

We were able to present some of our top sporting awards in the final whole school 

assemblies which took place during the penultimate week of term, and they are as 

follows; 

Junior Sportsman and Junior Sportswoman were awarded to Rees Gallagher and 

Ruby Stratton Lowe, Year 9, for their enthusiastic and committed approach to the 

subject and for their level of performance both in and outside of lesson time. 

 

The Arthur Field prize was awarded to Jackson Bateman and Darcie Medhurst, 

Year 10, for their outstanding contribution to PE over the last 4 years in school. 

They have both been successful representatives in all of our sports teams and 

have made excellent contributions to our successes.  



Earth Day 
Earth Day takes place every year on April 22nd.  Since 1970, people all around the 

world have shown their support for the environment by becoming involved in 

Earth Day.  People in over 193 countries will take part in activities to help raise 

awareness of climate change and to protect the environment.    

 

To celebrate Earth Day, Year 7,8 and 9 all had the opportunity to enter Blue Peter’s 

Climate Change Hero’s competition.  We had an amazing response!!  Over 300 

students have been awarded their Green Blue Peter Badge for encouraging others 

to conserve power, plant pollenating flowers and reduce plastic consumption.   

 

By working together we can make a change to our World’s future climate.  




